In situation (A), the greater complexity which can occur when e ^ p is explored and a conjecture concerning p-groups with e < p is studied and certain cases of it are proved. Detailed statements are made about groups G satisfying (B) for which the common set of prime divisors of the degrees does not consist of a single prime for which G has a nonabelian @ p subgroup. These results are applied to situation (C), groups with a.c. m, and such groups are completely characterized when m is not a prime power corresponding to a nonabelian Sylow subgroup. If m = p e and an @ p of G is nonabelian then it is shown that G must be nilpotent unless e = 1 (in which case G has r.x. 1 and has been completely characterized in [2] ). This reduces the study of groups with a.c. m to p-groups and it is shown that a p-group G with a. c. p e must have an abelian normal subgroup of index p e unless G has class 2 or 3. Further information is obtained about these "special" class 2 and 3 groups. It is also shown that if e > 1 then G must have class ^ p.
Groups satisfying hypothesis (D) are completely characterized and it is shown that in this case there are at most two degrees different from 1. Finally it is shown that if G satisfies hypothesis (E) and has a nonabelian @ p subgroup then G is nilpotent and has a.c. p\ In all the situations considered in this paper, the group in question is shown to be solvable.
We use here the notation and terminology of [2] .
1* Groups with r*x* (p -1)* In [4] we classified all groups with r.x.2. As it turned out, in that study the prime p -2 played a special role. It now appears that in the general classification of groups with r.x. e those primes p with p ^ e will again play a special role.
In the other direction, this means that groups G with r.
x. e and p > e are somehow better behaved than the others. In this section we will attempt to justify this last statement. Let G have r.
x. e but not r.x. (e -1). Then we say that e = e(G) is the character exponent of G. If G has a normal subgroup N of index p with e(N) = e(G) -1, then in terms of the characterization problem, G is trivial. We say that such groups are imprimitive. Otherwise G is primitive. We note that since all groups with r.x. e are M-groups this terminology causes no confusion.
The following result handles the nonnilpotent case. It shows moreover that the nonnilpotent exceptional group of [4] (Theorem A (ii)) belongs in some sense to a series of such groups. THEOREM 
Let e(G) = e and let @ P ,(G) be noncentral. If pφ2 and p is not a Mersenne prime or if p > e, then G is imprimitive. If p -e, then G is imprimitive unless G/Q(G) = G o where G o -(V x σ C) ~ C, I CI = p, V is elementary abelian and either p -2, I VI = 3 or p = 2 a -1 is a Mersenne prime and \V\ = 2 a . Conversely if e(G) = e and G/&(G) = G o given above, then p = β and G is primitive.
The lemma below is well known. 2 we see that P o has a nonabelian group of order p* as a homomorphic image. Thus there exists KΔG with K 3 (£(iϊ) and G/K nonabelian of order p\ By [2] Choose X,μeQ with | T P (λ) | = | T P {μ) \ = p and P -<T P (λ), T P (//)>. Let φ be an irreducible character of S. View X,μ and ^ as characters of &(H). Let χ be a constituent of (λ<p)* so that χ | (£(iϊ) = a Σ5( λ< P)i Clearly T(λcp) = Γ(λ) Π Γ(^) so ί ^ ^ and ^p ^ deg χ = at deg φ ^ p p deg <p. Thus deg ^ = 1 and t ~ p p . This shows that S is abelian and that T(φ) 2 T(X). Similary T(φ) 2 Γ(μ) and hence Γ(^) = G. Therefore S is central in G and 3(G) = Z x S. Hence G/3(G) ~ QP = G Q and the result follows.
(i) of [5] if p Φ 2 and p is not a Mersenne prime or if p > e(G). It also occurs for p -e(G)
We show conversely that all the exceptional groups discussed have β(G) = p and are primitive. Let A -(£(if) 2^1 then α = 1 and t = p p+1 . The latter implies that for λ = λ x we have T(X) = A. We [show that this is not the case. Let λ | 3(G) = μ. Then λ is a constituent of μ (induction to A) and G/A permutes the linear constituents of μ since Q(G) is central. Now G/A is a p-group and deg μ is prime to p so there exists a constituent η of μ which is fixed by G/A. Since λ | 3(G) = η \ 3(G) it follows that λ = ηξ where ζ is a character with ξ \ 3(G) = 1. By properties of G o , T(ξ) > ^ and since Tty) = G, it follows that T{ηξ) > A. Thus e(G) ^ p. Since e(G 0 ) = p we have β(G) = p.
Suppose G is imprimitive. Let NAG with [G: N] = p and e(jV) = p -l. Let χ be a character of G of degree p p . Since e(iV) = p -1 we have χ = 99* for some irreducible character ^> of iV. This shows that N 2 ,3(G). Clearly iV 2 @ P , (G) = if and therefore N 2 iί3(G) -A. Since p > e (iV) We now study ^-groups with r.x. e and p > e. Here our results are not conclusive.
Let p-group G have e(G) = e. We set Ω(G), the character kernel of G equal to i2(G) = n ker Θ where θ runs over all irreducible characters of G of G of degree p\ If Ω(G) = <1>, we say G is character regular. In [6](Corollary 2 with n = p e~ι ) we showed that | Ω(G) \ ^ i(2^e-1 )! We conjecture that if p > e(G) than G is character regular. Reasons for studying this property can be seen in the following result. (ii) Suppose G is primitive and every maximal subgroup is charac-
Proof. In (i) suppose 3(JV) g 3(G). Then we can choose ® e (G, S( W)) with x Φ 1. Since N AG, xeN. Now JV is character regular so there exists irreducible character φ of N with deg φ = p e and #£ker<£>. Let χ be and irreducible constituent of φ*. Since degχ^ p e we have clearly χ\N = φ. Thus 3(iV) is central in the representation associated with χ and (G,,S(JV)) C kerχ Π N = kerφ, a contradiction.
We consider (ii). We say p-group G has property (*) if e(G) -β and given any p -e nonidentity elements of G there exists an irreducible character χ of G of degree p e which does not contain any of these elements in its kernel. Note that if p > e(G) and G has property (*), than G is character regular. In [5] we conjectured that every p-group satisfies (*). If this is so the following shows that p -e is best possible. PROPOSITION 1.4 . Given p and e. If p ^ β, there exists a p-group G with β(G) = e and i2(G) > <1)>. If #> > e, then there exists a p-group G with β(G) = β having p -e + 1 nonidentity elements with the property that every irreducible character of G of degree p e contains at least one of these elements in its kernel. Moreover in both cases we can take G to have class 2.
Proof. Let G be generated by Let p S e. We show that i; e β(G). Let χ be an irreducible character of G with vgkβΐχ.
Then for some i = 1, « ,p we have nv ι G ker χ. Since p ^ e we see that a^, 2/ { exist and that x { and ^ are central in Gjζuv^. Hence G/{uv { y has r.x. (e -1) and degχ ^ j) e-1 .
Thus v e Ω(G).
Now let p > e. Consider the p -e + 1 elements v, ^6^? β+1 , , uv p . Let χ be an irreducible character of G containing none of these elements in its kernel. Then for some i = 1, « ,e we have ^^ekerχ. As above for such i ^ e, G/^uv { y has r.x. (β -1) and hence the result follows.
We show now that at least in certain cases (*) holds. For possible later applications we use the following general setup.
Let £f be a class of p-groups closed under taking subgroups and quotient groups. Let G be a member of £f of minimal order which does not satisfy (*) if such exists. We consider properties of this minimal counterexample.
Let e(G) -e and let x u , x r be r = p -e nonidentity elements of G such that each irreducible character of G of degree p e contains at least one of the x { in its kernel. We of course have r > 0 and thus p > e. Clearly e > 0 by Proposition 4.6 of [2] . Hence r <^ p -1.
We can assume that the x { are central and have order p as follows. If x is one of the cc/s, then we can find elements y u , 2/ f c such that h - (x, y u , y k ) is a nonidentity central element. If h ί ker χ for some character χ then clearly x g ker χ. Also we can take a suitable power of h to have order p.
We show now that all the x { are contained in Φ(G), the Frattini subgroup of G. If not say x ι g iV for some maximal subgroup JV of G. Since a^ is central of order p we have G = N x <#!> and clearly e(JV) = e(G) = e. Let ζ be an element of order p in 3(N). Then <ζ, #!> is central of type (p, p) and has p + 1 subgroups of order p. Since T <ί p -1, we can find one such subgroup J with α^, , x r , ζ g J. Then G -N x J and 5^, , » r are nonidentity elements of G/J = JV, a group with e(G/J) = e. Since G is a minimal counterexample, we can find a character φ of G/J of degree p e with x i £ ker 9?. Viewing φ as a character of G yields a contradiction.
Let JV be a maximal subgroup of G. We show now that Q(G) has two generators and is not cyclic. and G has r.x. (0 -1), a contradiction. Thus the theorem is proved.
We now return to our discussion of the general minimal counterexample. Again let ζ e 3 2 (G) -3(G) with ζ p e 3(G). Thus if X = S(ζ), then we have (p, p) . Let N be any subgroup of G with G > N > K. Since 3C*OŜ (iV) and K is character regular we see by Proposition 1.
In particular e ^ 2.
We show now that
, x r not in its kernel and let J S ker ^ where J is central in G of order p. Clearly J -(T, ζ) for some subgroup T with G > T > K.
Consider G = G/J. Since ^, ^1 in G we see that β(G) ^ e -1. But e(£") = e -2, where of course if = iΓ//. Also ζ e 3(f) -3(G). Hence β(G) > e(f) ^ e(JP). This yields e(G) = β -1 and e(f) = β(j^) = β -2. By Proposition 1.3 (i) we have 3(ΪΓ) £ 3(10 £ 3(Γ) and thus (Γ, 3(ίΓ)) = J. Now T -<JBΓ, α> and the map b -* (6, α) is a homomorphism of 3(K) onto / with kernel ®(α) n 3(^) -
lie = 2, then JSΓ is abelian and so Q(K) = K. Hence [G:3(G)] -p\ a contradiction and hence e ^ 3. If we let S? be the set of p-groups with r.x.2, then the above yields: PROPOSITION 1.6. If G is a p-group with r. x. 2, then G has property (*).
We now discuss an application of the above. Let ^~ denote a family of character regular p-groups closed under taking subgroups and quotient groups. 2* 7Γ-Character groups. In this section we study groups whose irreducible characters have degrees which are powers of a fixed integer m. In fact we consider the more general class of groups defined below. Here π(n) denotes the set of prime factors of integer n. DEFINITION 2.1. Let π be a set of primes. We say group G is a 7Γ-character group if the following hold.
(i) The distinct degrees of the irreducible characters of G are
Condition (iii) above is included for convenience in order to avoid overlap with our previous study of r. x. e groups. If H is a homomorphic image of G, then the degrees of the irreducible characters of H forms subset of those of G. Hence if G is a τr-character group, then either H is a π-eharaeter group or H is abelian. The main result here is as follows. The corollary is of course an immediate consequence of the theorem. The proof of the latter will be in two parts. We first show that G satisfies (i). Then we study groups with that property and show that they satisfy the remaining conditions (ii) and (iii).
We start with a lemma. If λ is a linear character of G, then the order of λ, written o(λ), is its order as an element of the dual group G/G'. If X is any irreducible character of G we set o(X) equal to o(λ) where λ = det X, the determinant of the representation associated with X. LEMMA 
Let p be a prime and let U -Q P (G) be the minimal normal subgroup of G having a p-quotient group.
Then
Proof. By induction on \G\. Suppose first that G has no normal subgroup of index p. Then G = VL P (G) and GjG f is a p'-group. Hence for all λ e G/G' we have p)(o(X). Therefore the above congruence follows from the equation | G \ = Σ% (1) 2
Now let G have a normal subgroup H of index p. Clearly VL P (G) -VL P (H) and thus by induction
where the sum runs over the irreducible characters θ of H. We show now that
In both sums we can of course discard those χ and θ with p \ χ(l) and Let SΊ = {X I X is an irreducible character of G, p|Z(l), and p Jf o(X)} and <5^2 = {0 | 0 is an irreducible character of H,p\ 0(1), p \ o(0), and T(0) = G}. As we have shown above it suffices to prove that mod p.
We will in fact show that the map χ -• χ | H is a one-to-one map of ^Ί onto S^z and this will yield the result since X and X | iϊ have the same degree.
Let X G S? x . Since [G : £Γ] = p we have that either X \ H is irreducible or X | if is the sum of p conjugates. Since p \ χ(l), the latter cannot occur so X \ H -0 is irreducible. Clearly 0(1) = Z(l), o{θ) I o(χ) and T(θ) = G and hence 0 € ^2. Thus the restriction map sends £f x into </Ί. Now let ^ey 2 and let μ = det 0. Since Γ(0) = G we have T(μ) = G and thus K = ker μ is normal in G. If X is such that X | H = 0, then X is a constituent of 0*. Thus to show that the restriction map is one-to-one and onto we must find a unique constituent X of 0* with % e S^Ί and X\H -0. Let r be a nonprincipal linear character of G/H and let X be an irreducible constituent of 0*. Since [G: H] = p and T(θ) = G we see that X\H = θ and that all the constituents of 0* are of the form X { = τ^Z for i = 0,1, , p -1. Let λ = det X so that λ I H = μ. We have clearly det Xi = det τ*Z = τ ίκ(1) λ .
Since χ(l) = 0(1) is prime to p we see that det X { Φ det X 5 for i Φ j and hence we obtain p distinct linear characters of G which extend μ.
Since T{μ) -G we see that fZ/if is central in GjK and since G/H is cyclic, G/if is abelian. Also H/K is a p'-group since p|o(μ) and hence G/K ~ (fί/iΓ) x (G/H). It follows easily from this that there are precisely p distinct linear characters of G which extend μ and that precisely one of these has order prime to p. Hence there is a unique % with o(χ io ) prime to p. Then p \ o(X iQ ) and p \ X io (l) since X io (l) = 0(1). Thus X, o e £f γ and X iQ \H = 0. This completes the proof.
The first two parts of the following theorem are due to John Thompson. They generalize our original result, proved under more restrictive assumptions. THEOREM 
Let p be a prime and π a set of primes.

THE DEGREES OF GROUP CHARACTERS II
(i ) Suppose for every nonlinear irreducible character χ of G we have p | X(l). Then G has a normal p-complement.
( , p r } and suppose r > 1. Let G/iϊ = P 1 x P 2 x xP r where P 4 = & P . (G/H) . If P 4 is nonabelian then G/ίί has a character Z with π(X(l)) = {pj ^ π, a contradiction. Hence for all i, P^ is abelian and thus G/H is abelian. This completes the proof.
Part (iii) of the above result yields (i) of Theorem 2.2. We now study groups satisfying this latter condition. Let K be a normal subgroup of G, maximal subject to G/K being nonabelian. If G/K ~ E is solvable, then in the terminology of § 2 of [2] , E is extra-special. By Proposition 2.2 of [2] , E is either a Case P or Case Q group. We will refer to these as Case P and Case Q quotients of G.
Let G satisfy the hypotheses of the above theorem. Set q { = di/di_ lm These degree quotients will come into play in some later results. LEMMA 
Let θ be an irreducible character of Q and let μ be a nonprincipal linear character of Q/K viewed as one of Q.
Hence aH is a proper power of q. Since deg θ -at deg φ γ we have q \ deg θ. If % is a constituent of θ*, then deg θ | deg X and so q \ deg X. This is a contradiction since I deg X \ π -deg X and g g TΓ. Hence θ Φ θμ. Now let λ, μ be two distinct characters of Q/K. We show that , d fc /d lβ Finally let ^ be a character of Q and suppose that #* has a nonlinear irreducible constituent X. Since 0 is a constituent of % | Q, the above yields X = θ* is irreducible. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. First A = & r (A)H, @ π (A) is abelian and H is central in A.
Hence A is abelian and (i) follows. Note that G is solvable. If G is abelian, then (ii) is obvious. So assume G is nonabelian.
Let K A G with G/K an extra-special group. By the preceeding lemma, G/K is a Case Q quotient. Using the notation of that lemma we have [G : Q] = di for some i. Moreover assume that K is so chosen that i is maximal with this occuring.
In The proof of Theorem 2.2 is now immediate. Part (i) follows from Theorem 2.5 (iii) and from the assumption that if π = {p}, then @ P (G) is abelian. Then Theorem 2.6 yields parts (ii) and (iii).
In the remainder of this section we assume that G satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.6 and we will use the notation of the conclusion of that theorem. We first note a few simple facts about the characters of G. It is interesting to consider which subgroups L can occur in (ii) of the above lemma. Define a Galois connectivity between groups L with G Ξ2 L Ξ2 A and groups 5 with H 3 I? as follows.
L-^+(L,H) B-^{geG\ (g, H) S 5}
We say L is closed if L dtt = L PROPOSITION 2.9. Using the above notation, group L has a linear character λ with λ* irreducible if and only if L is closed.
Proof. We note first that (L, if) = L\ This follows since L/(L, H)
has a central ©^ subgroup and an abelian @. τ subgroup and hence is abelian.
Now let L have a linear character λ with λ* = X irreducible.
Thus G/L acts faithfully on 15, the dual group of 5. Since these groups are abelian and have relatively prime orders, it follows by a trivial modification of Lemma 2.2 of [5] that there exists λ e S with Sjs/i(λ) = <1>. View λ as a character of L and then as one of L. We see that T(\) = L and hence that λ* is irreducible. The result follows.
If G/A is cyclic we can obtain additional information. We now seek sufficient conditions to guarantee that G/A is cyclic. THEOREM 2.11. Each of the following will guarantee that G/A is cyclic. , Qk and we can apply induction to Q. Thus Q/A is cyclic. Theorem 2.10 applies to Q and thus A contains a characteristic subgroup B on which Q/A acts fixed point free. Then B /\G and also B Φ <Ί>. Let λ be a nonprincipal linear character of B viewed as one of A. Then λ (induction to Q) is an irreducible nonlinear character of Q since k > 1. By Lemma 2.7, λ* = λ* is irreducible. This shows that G/A acts fixed point free on B and hence G/A is cyclic.
Parts (iii) and (iv) follow immediately from (ii).
3* Groups with a* c* m. In this section we study nonabelian groups G having the property that every nonlinear irreducible character has degree m for some fixed integer m. We say these groups have a.c. m (all characters m). As an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.2 and 2.10 we have the following. (
i) G has a normal abelian ©*, subgroup H Φ <Γ> with G/H © *((?) abelian.
(
ii) A -&(H) is a normal abelian subgroup of G with G/A cyclic of order m. (iii) A = 3(G) x B where B A G, B Φ <1> and G/A acts fixed point free on B.
Conversely any group G having this structure has a. c. m.
Therefore we need only consider the case in which m -p e for some prime p with @ P (G) nonabelian. Actually the e -1 case has already been studied in [2] . However there is little additional work involved in handling it so we will consider it again here. As we will see, the structure of those groups with e > 1 is much more restrictive than the structure with e = 1. We start with several lemmas. LEMMA 
Let G have a.c. m with m -p e and @ P (G) nonabelian, Then we have the following. (i) G has a normal abelian & p , subgroup H. (ii) G has a Case P quotient E. (iii) // E is any Case P quotient of G, then E is a p-group with E/Q(E) elementary abelian of order m 2 . Also any abelian subgroup B of E satisfies [E\E\^ m.
Proof Since G has r.x. e, Proposition 3.4 of [2] yields (i). Now G/H ~ @ P (G) is nonabelian. Thus we can choose K ΔG, K 3 H and maximal with G/K nonabelian. Clearly G/K is a Case P quotient and (ii) follows. Now let E be any Case P quotient of G. Then E has a.c. m and hence E is a p-group and E/$(E) is abelian of order m 2 by Proposition 2.2 of [2] . Since E has an irreducible character of degree m, it follows that E has no abelian subgroup of index less than m. We need only show that E/Q(E) is elementary abelian. Given x,yeE. Since E has class 2 and E r has period p we have (x p ,y) = (x,y) p = 1. Thus a* e 3(J5) and E/3(E) has period p. ( We now reduce the study of these groups to a study of p-groups. THEOREM 
ii) // IG' I ^ m, ίΛβn, G' s S(G). (iii) Let L be a subgroup of G with [G: L] ^ m. T&ew G f ξίL and hence LAG. Moreover if [G : K]
= m απώ K < L SG, then (JBΓ, L) = L' = G'.
Let G have a.c. p e with P = @ P (G) nonabelian. Let H be the normal abelian & p , subgroup. (i) If e > 1, then H is central and hence G = H x P. (ii) 7/ β = 1, then either H is central or G has a normal abelian subgroup of index p.
Proof. We start with the case e > 1. Suppose first that G has a faithful irreducible character. By the preceeding lemma, G has a normal abelian subgroup A with G/A elementary abelian of order p\ Then A = B x H where B = Θ^A) A G. We consider G/B and show it is abelian. If not, then G/B has a.c
. p\ Now & P (G/B) ~ G/A is abelian and thus Theorem 3.1 applies. Hence since A/B = & P ,(G/B) we see that (G/B)/&(A/B) is cyclic of order p e . This implies that K(A/ΰ) =
A/B and therefore that G/A is cyclic of order p e . Since G/A is elementary abelian this is a contradiction for e > 1. Thus G/5 is abelian. Since if A G this yields (G,ff)SΰΠff= <1> and iί is central. Now let G be arbitrary with e > 1. We show that £Γ is central. If not choose xeP', y e (G, iϊ) with a?, 2/ 9^ 1. By Proposition 4.6 of [2] there exists an irreducible character X of G with &, 7/ g ker Z. Hence G/ker % has a. c. p e , a nonabelian Sylow ^-subgroup and a noncentral @ p / subgroup. Since G/ker % has a faithful character this contradicts the above and (i) is proved. Now let β = 1 and suppose that H is not central. Since p > 1 = e, G is imprimitive by Theorem 1.
Thus there exists A A G with [G:A\ -p such that e(A) = e(G) -1 = 0. Hence A is abelian and (ii) follows.
It is easy to construct examples to show that H need not be central in G if e -1. For example, let Q be an abelian g-group (q Φ p) which has an automorphism of order p. Let G = Q x σ P where P has order p 3 and P acts on Q in such a way that P o a subgroup of index p centralizes Q and P/P o corresponds to the automorphism of order p. Since A -QP Q is an abelian subgroup of G of index p, G has a.c. p. Finally Q = ® P ,(G) is not central and P = @ P (G) can be chosen to be nonabelian.
In the remainder of this section and in the next two sections we will consider only ^-groups. LEMMA the result follows. , σ e be a basis of F over GF(p) and set &< = ^σ ί for convenience. Let B be the elementary abelian group of automorphisms of A generated by the x i9 Clearly | B \ <: p e . Set S = {#*}. Since it follows that when restricted to
Let G have a. c. m. Then we have the following. (i ) Φ(G), the Frattini subgroup of G, is abelian. (ii) If G has two distinct abelian subgroups A and B of index m, then \ G' | ^ m and hence G has class 2. Moreover if\G f \ -m, then S(G) = Af]B and [G:
S is a group of order p e . Here i = 1, , p -1 and if i = ί> -1 then the denominator of the quotient is the group <Ό)>. Clearly B and S restricted to this quotient are isomorphic and hence \B\ -p\ Now let xeB with x Φ 1. Then there exists σ eF, σ Φ 0 such that x and $ σ act the same way on A< above for all i. Since σ is an onto map we see that [(1 -x) The following result exhibits another difference between the e = 1 and e > 1 cases. and hence p annihilates G'. Thus G' has period p. Now let J be a subgroup of H of order p with J = <(#>. Then as is well known
By Lemma 3.8 (ii),
Since G f has period ^ we can take (1 -x) v~ι modulo pI(H) in the above. and hence
Since (1 -x) J = J(l -x) -0 and (J) 2 -p/, the above yields
Now A has period p a and hence (1 -x) aip~1]
and (-pY^J act the same way on A. Since J(l -x) -0 we see from the nature of the action of x on A that
Hence G has class a(p -1) +1 and this can be arbitrarily large.
4* Special class 3 groups* Let G be a p-group with a.c.p*. We say that G is special if it does not have a normal abelian subgroup of index p\ By Theorem 3.7 if G is special, then G has class 2 or 3. As is expected the structure of the special class 3 groups is quite restrictive. We study these latter groups in this section. 
(H) is elementary abelian of order m and H has two normal abelian subgroups of index m whose intersection is equal to H r .
We start with a lemma. (
Proof. By induction on |G|. Suppose that 7 2 G is cyclic. Then We used simple facts about GF(p e ) to obtain Example 3.9. In order to construct special class 3 groups we will need the following interesting fact about these fields. The authors would like to thank Walter Feit for his help with the proof of this result. PROPOSITION 4.3 . Let E be a finite field of characteristic p > 2 and let F be a subfield. Then there exists a basis of E over F with respect to which every matrix of the regular representation of E over F is symmetric.
Proof. Let w = {w l9 w 2 , , w n } be a basis of E over i* 7 and let R w be the matrix form of the regular representation with respect to this basis. Let θ e E be a primitive element so that E -F(θ). Then the characteristic polynomial of R w (θ) is irreducible over F. Note that all matrices below are over F.
By Theorem 1 of [8] there exists a matrix S with S~1R W (Θ)S = R w (θ) r . Here ' denotes the transpose operation. As is well known the norm map from E to F is onto and hence there exists a e E with det S = N ElF {a) = det R w (a) .
If Γ = ΛΛer- 
Hence if we let C7 be a change of basis matrix, U: w -+v, then A = β*(0) is symmetric. Since i? = .F(0), the result follows. Now A has class 2 and p > 2 so A is regular. Since it is generated by elements of order p, it has period p. Hence the first equation holds. Since A has class 2, the next three equations are obvious. We consider the last one now. We have
by (1) . Thus τ { is an automorphism of A.
We show now that as an automorphism r< has order p. Clearly , we see that G is a special class 3 group. This completes the proof of the theorem. 5* Special class 2 groups* In this section we study special class 2 groups with a.c.m (m = p e ). As is to be expected, the structure of these groups is less restrictive than in the class 3 case. Let G have a.c.p' We say G is imprimitive if it has a normal subgroup H of index p with a.c.p " 1 and hence 2 g β(s + 1). Now let x 19 x 2 , , x 2 eG generate the quotient G/$(G). We see easily that the commutators (x i9 x ά ) with i < j generate G'. Since G' is abelian and has period p, this yields s ^ 4«(« -1) and (i) follows.
(ii) We apply Theorem 5. 
mn. Also with G and H naturally embedded in K we have Q(K) -$(G)$(H) and S(K) 3 S(G)S(H).
Proof. By Lemma 5.4, G' = H r and so K clearly exists. Let X be a nonlinear irreducible character of K. By way of the map E = G x H->K we can view X as a character of E. As such X = Θφ where Θ is a character of G and φ is one of H. In K, ker XΊQ K r and thus in £7, ker Z|G' and ker χ =g fΓ. Hence both # and 9? are nonlinear. Thus deg 0 = m, deg φ = n and deg X -mw. Therefore if has a.c.mw. The remaining results are obvious.
The following proposition considers minimal special groups. We view R as a vector space over GF(r) of dimension m and we find dim &£(P). This dimension is clearly invariant under field extension so we can extend to the algebraic closure F of GF(r). If Q = <V>, then since R is an irreducible Q-module, all eigenvalues of x are distinct and not equal to 1. Let S be an irreducible G-submodule of F(g)R. By Clifford's theorem, this representation restricted to Q breaks up into either p distinct conjugates or all equivalent representations. If the latter occured then since all eigenvalues of x are distinct, dim S -1 and hence Q = G' is in the kernel. This contradicts the fact that x has no eigenvalue equal to 1. Thus the former case must always occur. From this we see easily that p \ m and dim E^(P) = m/p. Now G contains q conjugate subgroups P lf , P q of order p. We have S^JPί) Π &*(-P;) = <1> for i^i and R = \J (E&(P). Since I (^(P;)! = r m/p we obtain from this disjoint union (r m -1) = q(r mlP -1). Finally since R is elementary abelian and Q acts irreducibly, we see that the same is true for R. Thus G satisfies (ii). Note since all the P< are conjugate this is well defined. Now [2] . Thus G satisfies (i). (Note, the difference between Cases 1 and 3 is that in the former G/Q acts irreducibly on Q/S(G) and in the latter it does not.)
We show now that groups with structure (i) or (ii) have characters of degree 1, p and q only. Let G satisfy (i) and let X be an irreducible character of G. By Ito's Theorem deg X | pq 2 and also (deg Xf \ G:3(G)] = pq 2 . Since G/3(G) is nonabelian we see easily that p <Ξ* q + 1. This yields deg X = 1, p or q. Since G/g(G) is nonabelian, it has a character of degree p and since Q is nonabelian it has a character of degree q. Thus G does not have a.c.p or a.c.g and hence G has characters of degree 1, p and q. The following are essentially canonical examples of the above.
EXAMPLE 6.4. First let Q be a nonabelian group of order g 3 . If q = 2, let Q be the quaternion group and if q > 2, let Q have period q. As is well known, the group of automorphisms of Q, fixing 3(Q), is isomorphic to SP(2, q) = SL(2, g) and hence has order q(q -l)(g + 1). If we choose prime p with p \ (q -l)(g + 1) then we can find an appropriate automorphism group Pof Q of order p. Clearly G = Q x σ P satisfies (i). Now suppose we are given primes p, q, r with pφq and (r m -l)/(r mlP -1) = q. Let R be the additive group of GF(r m ). Since q | (τ m -1) we see that the multiplicative group of GF(r m ) has an element ζ of order q. Since p \ m we see that GF(r m ) has a field automorphism σ of order p. Let G be the set of automorphisms of R given by x-^ζ^σ^x).
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